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High-precision laser and rf spectroscopy of atomic,
molecular, and slow ion beams
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Argonn^ National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439

We have obtained extensive new structural information on the light diatomic
radical ScO since the last report in this series. The new studies complete our
systematic investigation of the fine and hyperfine structure (hfsj of the group Ilia
monoxides LaO, YO, and ScO. The studies of the molecular X ^E+ electronic
ground state were carried out using the molecular-beam laser-rf double-resonance
method, and the excited electronic state information was obtained by complementing
this data with Doppler-free laser fluorescence studies (see publication no. 7).

Interpretation of the vM = 0 manifold of the 2E+ ground state of ScO was
complicated by (a) the strongly distorted ordering found for the E hyperfine levels,
and (b) by the negative value unexpectedly found for the II excited state A-
doubling-type hyperfine parameter. The latter finding is of real interest since it is
contrary to current theoretical understanding of this interaction. Because of the
highly v-dependent behavior of the spin-rotation interaction in the corresponding
state of YO (see publ. no. 5), it was felt necessary to extend the ScO studies to
higher vibrational states. Since the wavelengths of the required rotational A <—>
X (v = 1 <—> 1 and 2 <—> 2) lines had never been measured, however, the
procedure was not straightforward. Positive identification of specific rotational lines
was achieved by extending a radiofrequency (rf) labelling method previously used in
vapors, to the present molecular-beam studies (see publ. no. 3). Two strong
perturbations were found in the A II <—> X Z+ (v1 = 1 <—> v" =- 1)
spectrum as shown in Fig. 1. they arise from perturbation of A 2II, v = 1 levels
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Fig. 1. Perturbations observed in the A
2n, /2 <—> x %,+ v1 = i
<-.'-> v" = 1 bai/d in ScO.
They arise from interactions
between the A R, v = 1 levels
and nearby A1 A, v = 3 levels.
Note that two distinct optical lines
(each with hfs) are observed for
each of the N-values 29-31 and
64. The N- and F-values
associated with each optical hfs
component are established
positively and uniquely by an rf
labelling technique that measures
the (unperturbed) lower-state hfs
precisely.
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by A1 A, v = 3 levels. The perturbations were discovered simultaneously by
S. Rice (currently at Lawrence Livermore National Lab.) and Prof. R. W. Field at
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M.I.T., and they afford a valuable opportunity to obtain much more structural
information about ScO than would otherwise be possible. We have now submitted
a joint paper with Rice and Field giving a complete deperturbation analysis.

For the X 2E+ state the principal contribution to the magnetic hfs interaction
is understandable within the Born-Oppenheimer description of the state. The
observed hfs is virtually independent of the vibrational state and is very close to
the ESR matrix-isolation result. It is, in addition, in very good agreement with the
latest sophisticated ab initio calculations. In contrast to the hfs, the observed spin-
rotation interaction strength 7, and particularly its strong vibrational dependence, is
in striking disagreement with theoretical expectations. It appears that 7 is
perturbed by two or more very low-lying "wo states which are not predicted by
the ab initio theory. These very likely arise from contributions based on
configurations of the type Sc+0" rather than on the dominant Sc O . These
conclusions are developed in some detail (Publication no. 7) in molecular-orbital
form. A similar result was found for the analogous but heavier molecule YO
earlier (publ. no. 5).

Since completing the studies of the group Ilia monoxides, we have begun an
investigation into the heavier monoxide PrO on the strong urging of Prof. Field of
M.I.T. The structure of rare-earth monoxides is an area of some current interest.
In these diatomic molecules the cpen-shell nd-electrons of the LaO, YO, ScO series
are replaced effectively by 4f-electrons. This work is in progress and will not be
discussed further at this time. Work on lighter diatomics is also continuing.

The collinear laser-rf apparatus for studying the hfs of slow atomic ions has
not been used since the departure of A. Sen in August, 1987. The extremely
successful rf section designed and tested on the apparatus, however, has been
successfully used on the BLASE apparatus described in a different abstract. In
addition, some of the manpower of the present "laser-rf" program has been utilized
in the BLASE work.
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